Pathomorphological changes of the myocardium in canine dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM)
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Abstract

The study was conducted on ventricular and atrial wall preparations from 11 dogs with clinically diagnosed dilated cardiomyopathy. After fixation, the specimens were stained with haematoxylin and eosin and Masson-Goldner trichrome technique. Parenchymal changes (fibrosis and fatty infiltration), vascular changes (congestion and coronary vessel wall hypertrophy), degenerative changes (loss of striation, changes in cardiomyocyte and nuclei structure), and presence of inflammatory infiltrates (mononuclear and polynuclear) were estimated. Complex histological changes in both ventricular and atrial muscles were shown. It was not determined whether the processes occurring in the myocardium have a primary character, or are a consequence of developing heart failure. Such issues will be put under further and more detailed examination.
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Introduction

Dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) is a disease of complex aetiology characterised by acquired heart failure combined with the dilation of heart chambers (especially the left ventricle) without other clinically relevant cardiovascular defects (13, 14). It is observed most commonly in large and giant dogs breeds, nonetheless forms of DCM in other dog breeds (e.g. cocker spaniels) were also described (1, 2, 5, 13, 14). It is suspected that in both humans and animals, the disease can have a genetic character (13, 14), yet these mechanisms have not been entirely described.

A silent phase of varying duration without clinical signs is observed most commonly in dogs (2, 13, 14, 18). Symptoms of a heart failure are observed in the final stage of the disease, when progression lasts already for months or years. Death occurs most often as a result of chronic heart failure, sudden cardiac death or – in dogs with clinical symptoms occurring in old age – as a consequence of other unrelated fatal diseases (2).

The gross pathology reveals dilation of the left ventricle and left atrium or the enlargement of all heart chambers without other relevant heart defects (1, 2, 5, 13, 14). The histopathological examination shows changes in myocardium structures. These changes are most strongly expressed in the left ventricular free wall, nonetheless, can spread to the right ventricular wall and interventricular septum. Most studies concentrate on changes occurring in the ventricular walls, while changes in atria are not well described (1-3, 13, 14, 18). Changes occurring in the left ventricular myocardium are divided into two types: attenuated wavy fibre type (AWF) and fatty infiltration-degenerative type (FID) (2, 13, 14). The distinction between these two histological types may not be of major clinical importance, yet histological studies extend our knowledge of aetiology and pathogenesis of DCM (2).

The purpose of this study was a histological evaluation of specimens from ventricular walls, atrial walls, and interventricular septum from dogs with clinically diagnosed DCM.

Material and Methods

The study was conducted on samples acquired during autopsy from 11 dogs aged from 5 to 10 years...
(mean age 7.4 ± 2.5). All dogs had DCM recognised ante-mortem using criteria listed in literature (2, 13, 14). Among the examined dogs, there were nine Doberman Pinschers and two Boxers (seven males and four females).

Intravitally, after the diagnosis (including full clinical examination, ECG, ECHO, and 24-h Holter monitoring), all animals underwent treatment to minimise the effects of developing heart failure and rhythm disturbances. The examined dogs died within 6-24 months after the diagnosis: two due to sudden cardiac death resulting from arrhythmia and nine due to advanced heart failure which resulted in decision of euthanasia.

Directly after animals’ death or euthanasia, after obtaining the owners’ consent, an autopsy was performed and specimens for histopathological study were collected. The specimens were collected from the left ventricular free wall, right ventricular free wall, interventricular septum, and left and right atria, fixed in 7% buffered formalin, embedded in paraffin blocks, and cut into 6 μm sections. The preparations were stained with standard haematoxylin-eosin (H&E) method and with Masson-Goldner trichrome technique to obtain a better visualisation of connective tissue. The slides were evaluated using light microscopy. Microphotographs of the sections underwent computer-assisted image analysis using Olympus BX53 optical microscope connected to a computer equipped with a ColorView IIIu (Olympus, Japan) digital camera. The morphometric evaluation was performed using cell^A software (Olympus Soft Imaging Solution, Germany).

The sections were assessed in relation to the type of left ventricle wall structural changes (attenuated wavy fibre type – AWF or fatty infiltration-degenerative type – FID). Perivascular and extravascular fibrosis, fat infiltration, presence of inflammatory infiltrates, congestion, hypertrophy of coronary vessels walls, loss of cardiomyocyte striation, changes in the structure of cardiomyocytes, and presence of abnormal cell nuclei were also evaluated. All the features were evaluated in 20 randomly chosen fields from (-) to (+++), as shown in Table 1.

The obtained results were analysed statistically using Statistical PL® software (StatSoft, Poland), Spearman’s correlation analysis, and the Mann-Whitney U test. The level of significance was set at P ≤ 0.05.

**Results**

Gross pathology revealed changes in all examined hearts. They showed significant widening of the left ventricle with visible thinning of ventricular wall. Moreover, all hearts showed slight to moderate widening of other heart chambers. Based on left ventricular specimens stained with H&E and Masson-Goldner trichrome technique, two types of myocardial changes were distinguished: FID (n = 4) and AWF (n = 7). The characteristic changes observed in left ventricles were also present with various intensity in other parts of the heart. Moreover, in four dogs from the AWF group nonspecific changes within the atria, similar to those observed in FID type (increased amount of fibrous tissue, foci of cardiomyocytes degeneration), were seen.

In all dogs histopathological changes were observed in the heart chambers. An increased amount of connective tissue was observed in the atria as compared to the ventricles (P < 0.02) with no significant differences (P > 0.05) in the intensity of other changes between the atria and ventricles. The intensity of the observed changes is shown on Figs 1-4.

**Inflammatory infiltrates and vascular changes.** In five dogs, slight diffuse mononuclear inflammatory infiltrates in the atria, and in one dog – additionally in the right ventricular wall were seen. None of the dogs showed inflammatory infiltrates within the left ventricular free wall and interventricular septum. In dogs showing inflammatory infiltrates in the atria, atrial fibrillation was present intravitally, while the single dog with inflammatory cells in the right ventricular wall presented ventricular tachycardia. Moreover, a positive correlation between the inflammatory infiltrates and the amount of perivascular and extravascular fibrous tissue (P < 0.001; r = 0.54 and 0.58 respectively) and a significantly higher amount of inflammatory infiltrates in the FID group than in AWF group (P = 0.01) were noted (Fig. 1).

Congestion of various intensity was observed in the intramural vessels in all heart chambers in ten dogs, while in one dog a slight congestion was noted solely in the left ventricular wall. In four cases, congestion was accompanied by concentric hypertrophy of arterial walls combined with a reduction of their lumen. In six animals, the hypertrophic changes in blood vessels were not observed in each heart preparation (Fig. 5a). The dog indicating congestion only in the left ventricular wall did not display arterial wall hypertrophy. Statistical analysis confirmed a positive correlation between intramural vessel congestion and arterial wall hypertrophy (P = 0.003; r = 0.4). Moreover, a positive correlation was noted between the vascular changes and cardiomyocyte degenerative changes (P < 0.02; r = 0.32). Both the congestion and arterial wall hypertrophy was more intense in specimens from the AWF group than from FID group (P < 0.004) (Fig. 1).

**Parenchymal changes.** Perivascular fibrosis of the atria was noted in all dogs, and in ten dogs also in ventricular walls. Out of ten dogs, seven showed various degrees of fibrosis in each heart chamber (Fig. 5b). All dogs displayed extravascular fibrosis in
the atrial walls. In seven dogs fibrosis occurred in ventricular walls as well, and in two dogs it was seen in all heart chambers (Fig. 5c). More intense changes were observed in the atria than in the corresponding ventricles (P < 0.05). Furthermore, the statistical analysis revealed a positive correlation between these types of fibrosis (perivascular and extravascular; P < 0.001; r = 0.53), between extravascular fibrosis and fatty infiltration (P < 0.001; r = 0.48), and between fibrosis (irrespective to the type) and cardiomyocytes degenerative changes (P = 0.02; r = 0.31). Both types of fibrosis were more intense in the FID group than in the AWF group (P < 0.004) (Fig. 1).

Fatty infiltration of various intensity was observed in atrial walls in nine dogs and in ventricular walls also in nine dogs, with only one dog showing lesions in all heart chambers (Fig. 5d). One dog did not show fatty infiltration in any of heart samples. Simultaneously, positive correlations between fatty infiltration and blood vessel wall hypertrophy (P = 0.01; r = 0.43), and between fatty infiltration and inflammatory infiltration (P < 0.001; r = 0.43) were observed.

**Degenerative changes.** Muscle fibre degeneration was evaluated based on the presence of abnormal cell nuclei, changes in cardiomyocyte structure, and loss of striation (Fig. 5e). The latter was seen in all heart chambers in nine dogs. One dog showed a slight loss of striation only within the right atrium and one dog did not show the loss of striation in any of the heart chambers. Changes in cardiomyocyte structure were observed in nine dogs in all heart chambers, two dogs did not show these changes in samples from the interventricular septum. The presence of abnormal cell nuclei was observed in specimens from all heart chambers in ten dogs. One dog did not show abnormal nuclei in any heart preparations. Statistical analysis showed a strong positive correlation (P < 0.001; r > 0.7) between individual features of cardiomyocyte degeneration. The presence of abnormal nuclei was more pronounced in the AWF group than in the FID group (P = 0.002) (Fig. 1).

**Table 1: The criteria of specimens assessment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluated feature</th>
<th>- None or slight changes</th>
<th>+ Weak changes</th>
<th>++ Moderate changes</th>
<th>+++ Severe changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>perivascular fibrosis*</td>
<td>no or slightly expressed in &lt;25% of blood vessels per slide</td>
<td>present in 25%-50% of blood vessels or severely expressed in &lt;25% of blood vessels per slide</td>
<td>present in 50%-75% of blood vessels or severely expressed in 25%-50% of blood vessels per slide</td>
<td>present in &gt;75% of blood vessels or severely expressed in &gt;50% of blood vessels per slide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extravascular fibrosis*</td>
<td>no or single foci of fibrosis per slide</td>
<td>single foci of fibrosis per field</td>
<td>numerous but not extensive foci of fibrosis per field</td>
<td>numerous extensive foci of fibrosis per field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inflammatory infiltrates (mononuclear or polynuclear)</td>
<td>no or single cells per slide</td>
<td>single cells per field</td>
<td>numerous cells per field without distinct foci of inflammation</td>
<td>numerous foci of cell-rich inflammation per field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>congestion</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>present only in biggest vessels (&lt;25% blood vessels per slide)</td>
<td>present in 25%-50% of blood vessels per slide</td>
<td>present in &gt;50% blood vessels per slide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hypertophy of coronary vessels walls</td>
<td>no or slightly expressed in &lt;25% vessels per slide</td>
<td>present in 25%-50% of blood vessels or severely expressed in &lt;25% of blood vessels per slide</td>
<td>present in 50%-75% of blood vessels or severely expressed in 25%-50% of blood vessels per slide</td>
<td>present in &gt;75% of blood vessels or severely expressed in &gt;50% of blood vessels per slide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fatty infiltration*</td>
<td>no or single foci per slide</td>
<td>present in 10-25% of examined fields</td>
<td>present in 25%-50% of examined fields</td>
<td>present in &gt;50% of examined fields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abnormal cell nuclei</td>
<td>no or single per slide</td>
<td>single per field</td>
<td>&lt;50% nuclei per field</td>
<td>&gt;50% nuclei per field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>changes in cardiomyocytes structure</td>
<td>no or slightly expressed in &lt;25% cardiomyocytes per slide</td>
<td>present in 25%-50% of cardiomyocytes or severely expressed in &lt;25% of cardiomyocytes per slide</td>
<td>present in 50%-75% of cardiomyocytes or severely expressed in 25%-50% of cardiomyocytes per slide</td>
<td>present in &gt;75% of cardiomyocytes or severely expressed in &gt;50% of cardiomyocytes per slide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loss of striation</td>
<td>no or slightly expressed in &lt;25% cardiomyocytes per slide</td>
<td>present in 25%-50% of cardiomyocytes or severely expressed in &lt;25% of cardiomyocytes per slide</td>
<td>present in 50%-75% of cardiomyocytes or severely expressed in 25%-50% of cardiomyocytes per slide</td>
<td>present in &gt;75% of cardiomyocytes or severely expressed in &gt;50% of cardiomyocytes per slide</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* - features evaluated after Masson-Goldner trichrome staining
Fig. 1. The intensity of myocardial changes in the fatty infiltration-degenerative (FID) group and the attenuated wavy fiber (AWF) group; + - weak changes, ++ - moderate changes, +++ - severe changes (see: Table 1)

Fig. 2. The intensity of inflammatory infiltrates and vascular changes in individual heart chambers; RA – right atrium, LA – left atrium, RV – right ventricle, LV – left ventricle, IVS – interventricular septum; + - weak changes, ++ - moderate changes, +++ - severe changes (see: Table 1)
Fig. 3. The intensity of parenchymal changes in individual heart chambers; RA – right atrium, LA – left atrium, RV – right ventricle, LV – left ventricle, IVS – interventricular septum; + - weak changes, ++ - moderate changes, +++ - severe changes (see: Table 1)

Fig. 4. The intensity of degenerative changes in individual heart chambers; RA – right atrium, LA – left atrium, RV – right ventricle, LV – left ventricle, IVS – interventricular septum; + - weak changes, ++ - moderate changes, +++ - severe changes (see: Table 1)
Fig. 5. Histopathological changes of the myocardium; a – concentric hypertrophy of blood vessel wall with secondary reduction of vessel lumen (H&E, 200×); b – increased amount of perivascular fibrous tissue and fatty infiltration (Masson-Goldner trichrome, 100×); c – extravascular fibrosis (Masson-Goldner trichrome, 200×); d – focus of fatty infiltration accompanied by slight amount of extravascular fibrosis (Masson-Goldner trichrome, 100×); e – signs of cardiomyocyte degeneration: abnormal cell nuclei and structure and staining changes (H&E, 400×)

Discussion

DCM affects mainly pure breed dogs, and is characteristic for large breeds (including Doberman Pinschers, Irish Wolfhounds, Great Danes, Boxers, St. Bernards and Newfoundlands) (2, 13, 14). It has been also reported in Estrela Mountain Dogs (5) and Portuguese Water Dogs (1). The study encompasses Doberman Pinschers and Boxers of similar age to that described by other authors (13).

The histological changes are mostly expressed in the left ventricular free wall; nonetheless they can also spread to the right ventricular free wall and interventricular septum (5, 18). Because samples from all heart chambers were evaluated, the distribution of histopathological changes was reported to affect not only ventricular walls but also the atria. Moreover, a more intense fibrosis within the atria compared to the ventricles and no differences in the expression of other changes between atria and ventricles may indicate simultaneous changes in atrial structure as a response to volume overload. These changes, however, may also be a result of a primary predisposition of DCM dogs’ heart muscle to remodelling. In fact, changes in histological structure do not seem to be connected with volume overload and secondary stretching of heart walls.
because they were not noted in dogs with heart failure due to other causes than DCM. Similar changes are also encountered in dogs diagnosed with the disease but without clinical symptoms of DCM, which may suggest signs of the first stage of the disease before dilation development (2, 12-14).

In our study, the AWF type changes were seen in preparations from seven dogs (including one Boxer and six Doberman Pinschers). More intense congestion, blood vessel walls hypertrophy, and cardiomyocyte degenerative changes as compared to the FID type, and a positive correlation between these changes can indicate a role played by vascular changes in the development of the cardiomyocyte structure disorders.

In patients with DCM and heart failure, a reduced blood flow through the myocardium (8, 17) and disturbances in function of the endothelium of small vessels were noted. These changes resulted in decreased susceptibility of the vessels to dilate during stress (7, 8, 15, 19). The diminished endothelial function of small vessels contributes to the development of the degeneration of cardiomyocytes due to ischaemia (4, 7). It is still not explained whether the endothelial dysfunction is a result of heart failure, or if it emerges during an earlier stage, complicating the course of the disease. The decreased coronary microvascular flow in patients with early DCM stages suggests the second possibility (8).

Though people with DCM do not show hypertrophy of coronary vessel walls, lesions similar to those observed in our study were noted in patients with HCM (6, 15). In the veterinary literature, reports can be found describing hypertrophy of the muscular layer of coronary arteries in dogs with DCM (including dogs showing echocardiographic signs of DCM without clinical signs) (3, 14, 18). These differences suggest that, although alterations in coronary blood flow may play a role in the pathogenesis of DCM in dogs as it does in humans, the mechanism of that process can be different.

In the FID group, more intense inflammatory infiltrates and fibrosis were noted than in AWF group with a simultaneous positive correlation between fibrosis and cardiomyocyte structural changes, and between fatty infiltration and the presence of inflammatory infiltrates. Nonetheless, studies conducted so far do not allow to establish whether the inflammatory infiltration and degeneration of cardiomyocytes are the result of transformation of the myocardium towards fibrous tissue, or whether developing myocardial fibrosis and fatty infiltration is a response to primary degenerative and inflammatory changes within the cardiomyocytes.

The changes in the ventricular myocardium in the FID group and in the atrial myocardium irrespectively of the group are similar to those observed by Sharov et al. (11) and Schaper et al. (9) in human and canine models of heart failure. Though myocardial fibrosis is combined with changes in structural proteins expression, it is still an open question whether the lesions of myocardium are the cause of worsening of left ventricular contractility or do they result from deteriorating cardiac function (11). A significantly less intense fibrosis in AWF group seen in this study, despite the advanced heart failure, suggests that myocardial remodelling may be the cause of heart failure and not only its result.

The changes in cell nuclei shape in the canine model of heart failure are the determinant of cardiomyocyte degeneration (9, 11). A less intense presence of abnormal nuclei in the FID group than in the AWF group was noted, although the first group is more morphologically similar to heart failure than the second one. This finding can suggest another mechanism of cardiomyocyte degeneration in DCM than due to volume overload. This opinion is also shared by Scholz et al. (10), who reported the presence of abnormal cardiomyocyte nuclei in patients with DCM, and suspect that changes in cell nuclei are a primary process causing disturbances in transcription and translation of structural proteins and secondary changes in cardiomyocyte structure.

At this stage of studies, it is impossible to determine whether the changes in the atria (including foci of fibrosis, changes in cardiomyocyte structure, and inflammatory infiltrates) result from the primary changes in the myocardial structure, or these changes are the result of volume overload secondary to ventricular dilation. The presence of supraventricular (mainly atrial fibrillation) and ventricular (mainly ventricular premature complexes) rhythm disturbances in dogs without other symptoms of the disease, and the possibility of sudden cardiac death due to arrhythmia without earlier clinical signs and with slight histopathological changes suggest a primary character of myocardial structural changes. The non-crucial role of volume overload in the development of atrial fibrillation in DCM has been also proved by results obtained by Tuomainen et al. (16). These authors have shown significantly lower values of ventricular measurements (left ventricular end-diastolic diameter, left ventricular end-diastolic volume, and left ventricular end-systolic volume) combined with significantly higher values of left atrial diameter in patients with chronic atrial fibrillation and DCM as compared to patients with DCM without the arrhythmia. This shows the primary susceptibility of atrial walls to remodel irrespectively to overload resulting from the left ventricular dysfunction.

The mechanism of myocardial changes is still not well known. It is suspected that defects of structural proteins or insufficient oxygen delivery may play a role (13, 14). The complex changes noted within the myocardium suggest the complexity of pathogenesis of DCM. This topic will be the subject of further and more detailed studies.
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